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Evolution of the Customer’s Online Shopping 
Behaviour

Separate

e-commerce channel
Linked Multi-

channel

• Customers ‘journey’ between 

online and store in transactions 

through linked functionality 

(e.g. price comparison, search, 

social networks)

• However store and computer 

are in separate locations (i.e. 

home or office)

• Therefore functionality 

delivered is more search-based

• Customers stop differentiating their 

‘journey’ between online and store 

– they are the same in their eyes

• Physically computer and store are 

co-located and connected -

computer no longer at home, its in 

the pocket (smartphones) or on the 

shelf

• Retailers must provide functionality 

to customers at the point of need

• No connection between 

online and store: separate 

channels

• E-commerce = drag a 

product in to online basket 

and checkout  - mirror of 

store

• No real functionality to 

complement shopping trip

The ideas of the dotcom bubble haven’t changed. The technology (broadband 

penetration, wireless / cellular networks, tablets, handset and phone devices) 

however, has finally caught up with the ideas
1999 c. 2005 - 2009 2010 - ?

Source: Deloitte 

Linked Multi-channel Connected Consumer



Progressive erosion of store sales … 

Source: OC&C Strategy  Consultants, Summer 2016



Polarisation in location performance
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Polarisation in location performance

30%

• )

The 100 or so prime 
locations in the UK 

continue to get 
stronger at the 

expense of the weaker 
ones……the 

solution..cannot be 
found through the 

retail industry

Peter Williams, former Chairman of ASOS, former CEO Selfridges. Retail Week, 5th April 2013



What do modern customers want?
+ Know me: Personalised interactions

+ Recognise me, and my history

+ Tailor the offer to my recent activity

+ Show me you know me: Targeted promotions and marketing

+ Personalised offers and products suited to me at a price to suit

+ Help me to understand the benefits, in language suited to me

+ Enable me: invest in social, mobile and retail channels

+ Make physical and digital shopping hassle-free using my preferred 
channel(s)

+ Provide insightful advice on a complete solution for me

+ Value me: Customer controls the shopping process

+ Flexibility to configure my product and service bundles and payment 
options

+ Reward me for loyalty and depth of relationship, and influence  I have on 
others’ purchases

Source: Accenture



What frustrates customers?
Frustrating/ Most Frustrating aspects of delivery of items bought 

online..

The main impact 
of these 

frustrations is on 
convenience

84% felt at least something 

was frustrating about dealing 

with the delivery of items 

bought online

Source: Collect+ Research, 2013



As access to fashion has widened…
Cost

340
pairs of  black

jeans

47
pairs of black skinny  

jeans in a size 14

219
pairs of black  

skinny jeans

1,224
pairs of 

jeans



Rules and structures have lost their power

SOCKS &  

SANDALS
DOUBLE  DENIM CLASHING  

PATTERNS



Because more than ever, fashion is about me
and what I want

“Apparently  

wearing black on 

a  summer's day 

isn't  

fashionable.

Personally, I like 

the strong 

silhouette and 

will happily  wear 

black no  matter 

what  season”

Dwayne, 24

“Clashing patterns… 

the  more purposeful

it looks,  the

better!”

Laura, 32

“I've been told that it's  

unflattering to wear 

massive  clothes… but I 

don't feel like I  need to 

wear clothes that are  cut 

tight to feel feminine.”  

Ellie, 26

“I know double  

denim is wrong 

but I  rock it 

anyway”  Josh,

28

“Horizontal stripes

are supposedly  

unflattering, but I 

love the way they 

look on me so why 

not?!”  Rosie, 30

“I'm not sure I'm  

fashionable or  

unfashionable 

enough to  break 

fashion rules but I  

wear a lot of black 

and  navy together 

and I feel pretty 

good about it…”  

Lou, 28



Ultimately, this is all putting the consumer in
control of how they look

Creating my 

own

clothing

Stealing a 

particular  

celeb’s style

My name

on  my

stuff

Tailored  

inspiration



And it isn’t just fashion where consumers
want to be in control

In control of 

what  we

watch…

In control of 

how  we stay in

touch…

In control of 

how  society

works…



All because this is part of a huge sociological
trends towards individualism

“The rise of a power  

individualism… the feeling  

that what I want and what 

I  feel is the most truthful,  

authentic and right thing”

Adam Curtis, Philosopher & Documentary film-maker



This isn’t about just self-expression but
about self-determination

I don’t want to be different, I want to be me

Agency  

Action

Independence

Unique  

Quirky  

Standing

out



PEOPLE INCREASINGLY  

DEMAND THE FREEDOM TO  

TAKE CONTROL OF EVERY  

ASPECT OF THEIR LIVES



For the retailer, delivery has become an
uncontrollable, uncontrolled process

Browsing

Ordering

Payment



For the retailer, delivery has become an
uncontrollable, uncontrolled process

Browsing

Ordering

Payment

Delivery



Factors important in delivery choice  

Convenience

PriceSpeed

Reliability



It’s not all about speed….

C
o
s
t

Speed

Convenience

Reliability

Convenience

Price

Reliability

Price

Reliability

Price

Speed

Convenience

Speed

Which factor is most important?

Price

Reliability

Convenience

Speed

Hierarchy of factors

A good price 

and reliability 

are by far the 

most 

important 

qualities
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82%

TrustScore 9.3 out of 10



Yodel Client Experience survey Jan 2018 n = 96 current clients                  Run 
independently by B2B International

21

Also one of the top 10 

improved organisations in 

the bi-annual UK Customer 

Service Index

39 point 

improvement in 

3 years with 16 

points in the 

most recent 

wave



Customer insight
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We mystery shop all of our clients to 
understand what their customers experience 
when using Collect+



And we share back our understanding of how 
and where those customers use us 



We ask customers what they think about our 
stores every time they pick up a parcel

RATED: 

EXCELLENT 9.2
CollectPlus

Published 3 hours ago

Verified order

Wouldn’t  send my parcels with anyone else

I run my own business designing and 

making wedding stationery, I always send 

my orders out through CollectPlus, I can 

rely on them to get my parcels there in one 

piece. Thank you one very happy customer.

Reviews

4.8



We ask customers what they think about their 
delivery experience

9.3



So that we can learn and improve the 
experience we provide



We talk to customers about the brands that 
they like with content that interests them



To encourage them to shop more with their 
favourite brands



The future



Reliability 
and 

Visibility

Personalisation
through Data

ConvenienceValue

Service 
options 



Reliability 
and 

Visibility

Personalisation
through Data

ConvenienceValue

Service 
options 

Moral, 

Ethical

Customer 

Obsessed




